
 

Reuters Breakingviews launches daily column on global
issues

To help readers make sense of the most important global issues the international commentary arm of Reuters News,
Reuters Breakingviews, has launched a new daily column, The Big View.

Matheus Bertelli Pexels Reuters News, Reuters Breakingviews, has launched a new daily column, The Big View

The Big View provides an in-depth, deeply reported view on the most pressing questions facing market professionals,
financiers, executives and policymakers.

Building on Breakingviews more than two decades of providing agenda-setting insight into big financial stories, The Big
View will cut through the noise of the news cycle with an original and well-argued take on an important global topic.

It will offer a proactive and forward-looking take on issues at the intersection of finance, dealmaking, macroeconomics,
markets and geopolitics.

The Big View will be available every weekday to LSEG clients and Breakingviews subscribers.

A growing complex world

The Big View draws on the expertise and insights of Breakingviews’ 35 columnists and editors in Europe, North America
and Asia to provide deeply reported views that take a clear position, provide a global perspective, add analytical crunch and
demystify complex topics.

https://www.bizcommunity.com/
https://www.pexels.com/


“The world is growing more complex as geopolitical ties shift, supply chains fragment, central banks battle inflation and
climate change brings increasingly devastating weather events,” says Alessandra Galloni, Reuters editor-in-chief.

“The Big View will provide financial and political decision-makers with the deeply informed perspective of our renowned
Breakingviews team to help them stay ahead of important global issues.”

“Breakingviews has a well-deserved reputation for providing readers with authoritative, well-informed, analytical and
accessible views on big stories,” says Peter Thal Larsen, global editor of Breakingviews. “This new daily column will
showcase our most original and illuminating insights.”

The Big View can be found on LSEG Workspace under code BRVTBV and on the Breakingviews Top News page, and for
Breakingviews subscribers on Breakingviews.com.

 
For more, visit: https://www.bizcommunity.com
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